
To Entrap Or To Not Entrap

That Is the Question

This selection of screenshots from an X (formerly Twitter) social media account (Thormynd 15 a/k/a T15) is interesting

in regard to the Order of Nine Angles (O9A) because it has come to light that two, possibly three or four, of the

individuals replied to were informants for a United States Federal law-enforcement agency whose remit was to gather

'intelligence' on alleged or assumed O9A supporters. One of these informants used the X/Twitter Direct Message (DM)

service to contact T15, asking to be put into contact with some O9A people and for more 'insider' information

(assistance) in regard to the O9A. The request was politely refused.

In his replies to these informants T15 stressed that what has been alleged post-2018 about the O9A was:

"not the old o9a condoning such vile things but something or someone else. Which brings us FBI snitch

Sutter, his undercover activities, and his FBI funded Martinet press who did condone such vile things. Why?

Was it black propaganda?"

and that those condoning or inciting such things such as the New York resident surnamed Almeida were vile, and

asked:

The reference was to the text Tests, Logos, And The O9A Aural Code, https://archive.org/download/tests-o9a-

code_202312/tests-o9a-code.pdf

Which response was echoed in T15's last two posts where he referenced a more recent text:

The link was to Ethics And The O9A Movement, https://archive.org/download/ethics-and-the-o9a/ethics-and-the-o9a.pdf

Then, in his last post about the O9A, he said:

The gist of his replies are summed up in three posts, two of which are about the O9A:



The third of which is memorable:

The rest of the screenshots included here speak for themselves in respect of T15's views about the O9A and his belief

that Anton Long made fundamental mistakes by turning what had been a non-public modern individual hermetic

tradition and quest - ONA 1.0 - into a public and apparently 'satanic', neo-nazi, movement - ONA 2.0 - by means of a

Labyrinthos Mythologicus and the axiom of individual authority.

Since such replies apparently were to be used in a criminal prosecution this compilation may be of some interest. The

screenshots are in chronological order starting with the latest dated March 18, 2024.

The link is to https://archive.org/download/deconstructing-the-o9a/deconstructing-the-order-of-nine-angles.pdf



The quoted text is:
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The quoted text is:



The reference was to the text Tests, Logos, And The O9A Aural Code, https://archive.org/download/tests-o9a-

code_202312/tests-o9a-code.pdf

The text is:

Source: https://archive.org/download/basic-error/basic-error.pdf



ToB=Josua Sutter's so-called 'tempel ov blood'.



The text is:



The attached text is:



The attached text is:



The above in reply to:
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